
Using crowdsourced contests to improve 
CMap algorithms



Connectivity Map (CMap) Concept
Linking disease, therapeutics and cell physiology



CMap experiment
Perturb cells, measure cellular response using a relevant molecular readout

Perturbagens Cell types Phenotype
■ Cancer cell lines
■ Immortalized
■ iPSC derived
■ Primary



Expanding CMap
Additional perturbagen & cellular context

At hundreds of $ per profile, approach does not scale

More small molecule compounds
  � Drugs, tools, natural products

Genomic perturbations
  � shRNA, CRISPR, ORF, variants

Cellular context
  � Cell types, culture conditions

Treatment parameters
  � Concentrations, durations, combinations



Key Innovation - The L1000 Assay
Ligation Mediated Amplification



The Current CMap Inference Model
OLS linear regression

Landmark genes
Reduced representation 
of transcriptome

Computational
inference model
Ordinary Least Squares 
Linear Regression

Genome-wide 
expression+ =

INFi = w1iLM1+ 

w2iLM2+ … + 

w978iLM978



A good inference model is important

■ Better inference means more accurate comparisons 
and improved potential for discovery



Motivation
Success of CMap depends on community engagement

■ Biologists & chemical biologists
□ Explore data
□ Generate and validate 

hypotheses
□ Develop and refine 

reagents to profile
■ Computationalists

□ Develop and improve 
algorithms

HYPOTHESIS 

A crowd-sourced 
computational challenge 
will engage the broader 
computational community 
and lead to impactful 
algorithm improvements.



Contest goals
Improve inference and engage the community

■ Get a better inference algorithm

■ Develop an engaging and compelling computational challenge 

□ Appeal to the broader computational community 
(not just Comp-Bio folks)

■ Convert a CMap problem into a crowdsourcing problem

□ Make it understandable without deep domain knowledge

□ Make it possible to deploy winning solutions back to the 
dataset easily



Contest configuration
Train, predict, score, repeat



Contest Configuration
Predictions scored based on correlation with ground truth

Ground Truth Data courtesy of GTEx. 
Aliquots from same samples were profiled on both L1000 and RNAseq.



How am I doing?



How am I doing?

Assistant professor 
Computer Science

PhD student
Machine learning

BS in Mechanical & 
Aerospace Engineering

PhD student
Machine learning



Contestants’ models show marked improvements
Correlations improve, ranks remain high
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Combining models provides further improvement

Landmark gene 
mean score: 0.77

69% of genes are inferred with the same accuracy 
as if they were directly measured



Competitor demographics
Many new competitors engaged


